
The Onderhorst Cabinet Organ at Bennekom,
the Netherlands
The Onderhorst Cabinet organ dates back to 1762. Of its origin it is a house organ and it is 
an instrument meant for chamber music. Since 2009 the organ has find a place in the 
northern aisle of the Old Church of Bennekom. It is regularly used for concerts where it is 
played solo as well as in combination with vocals and with various other instruments.
The organ was built in Amsterdam by Deetlef (or: Dethleff) Onderhorst. 
Amsterdam was at that time the center of the Dutch art of house organ construction and 
Deetlef Onderhorst may be considered to be one of the most prominent builders of this 
type of organs1. He signed the instrument with: 'Dethleff Onderhorst, Meester Orgelmaaker
fecit Amsterdam 1762'. Apart from building house organs, he was also active in the 
maintenance and renewal of church organs and he was a builder of harpsichords as well.  
Onderhorst made at least sixteen cabinet organs. About half of them were lost. Most of the
remaining instruments have also not passed the age of the centuries in pristine condition. 
The Bennekom organ is still largely in its original state, thanks to the great care of the 
former owners. The organ was restored between 2004 and 2009 by the well known Dutch 
company Flentrop Orgelbouw B.V. . It had not been restored before. The organ now has 
acquired the official status of a National (Dutch) Monument.

The cabinet of the organ has the shape of a writing
cabinet. It is made in oakwood and is finished with
nutswood veneer. On top of the cabinet is statue of
a harp playing David, flanked by two music playing
angels.

The disposition of the organ is as follows:
                         
Holpijp 8 'B / D
Prestant 8 'D
Prestant 4 'B / D
Flute 4 'B / D
Octave 2 'B / D
Quint 11/3 'B2

Sesquialter II D
Tramblant (tremulant)

The manual size is: C - d '''

The attached pedal (C – f) is a later addition.

1 The above summary information about the organbuilder and his work is based on Dr. A. J. Gierveld’s 
dissertation: “Het Nederlandse huisorgel in de 17e en 18e eeuw”(1977) , p. 253 and 254, number 252 
house organ catalog. 

2 Referred to as “Quint 11/2 V” by Deetlef Onderhorst



The current tuning is on equal temperament.
The pitch of the organ (a’= 412Hz) is in the range of the old “Kamertoon” (chamber-pitch) 
as practiced for chamber music in the baroque period. This makes the organ a good 
companion for old baroque woodwind instruments. For the purpose of interplay with 
newer instruments, the organ's pitch can be transposed by a half-tone using a 
transposition keyboard. The C-key of the transposition keyboard corresponds to the 
organs Cis-key, etc. This will result in a’= appr. 436Hz. That is close to a’= 440Hz, which has
been the standard for building new musical instruments since the middle of the last 
century. 

  

The transposition 
manual placed on top 
of the organs main 
manual

The sample sets

In 2014, the "Vrienden van het Kabinetorgel 1762 Onderhorst" Foundation granted me 
permission to make recordings of the organ to create a sample sets to make the organ 
available as a virtual organ. The first recordings were made in that same year and those are
the recordings you will find in this sample set.
For those recordings I have used of a single stereo microphone (Rode NT4, x-y stereo in 
90o) placed at a short distance (between 1 and 1.5 meters) from the front of the organ.
During the recording the organ remained on its regular place in the northern aisle of the 
nave of the church. This proved to be the best configuration to capture the sound while 
maintaining the characteristics of the "house organ"- sound. The recordings are pretty 
direct but not completely "dry". Some of the ambiance of the church is included in the 
recording.
A Sony PCM D100 was used as recorder. The recordings were made at 96kHz with a 24 bit 
resolution. I have made use of Izotope software (RX2) to reduce and remove ambient noise
and unwanted noise from the organ itself . After cleaning, the samples were converted to 
48kHz.
To provide the samples with looping points and frequency information I have used 
‘LoopAuditioneer’ (version 0.8.0.1), a software created by Lars Palo; 
http://familjenpalo.se/vpo/software (thank you Lars).

http://familjenpalo.se/vpo/software


For those who want to hear the sound of the wind supply, a separate "stop" has been 
added with only the sound of the wind supply. Be aware that this electrically powered wind
supply is of a later date. The original wind supply was based on the organ-players own 
tread-force. The wind supply pedal is still there and is in a usable state. No attempt was 
made to simulate its sound.

There are 2 sample sets made available (and both of them as wel for Hauptwerk as for 
Grandorgue):

• An "Authentic" Sample set:

This set contains the original recorded sound of the organ and can be played on a 
one manual keyboard. A maximum of 51 keys will become active, just as on the 
original organ.
Every pipe of the organ is sampled separately and every pipe-sample has its own 
pitch corresponding to the pitch of each of the pipes at the time when the 
recordings were made. An overview of the pitch information is attached as 
Appendix 1. This pitch information is stored in the samples as well. This enables the 
virtual organ software to  change the pitch and play the virtual organ on a different 
pitch and in every different temperament as supplied by the virtual organ software. 
The software will than adjust the pitch of each pipe-sample. 
Another way to transpose the pitch of the organ is by using the key-transpose 
function of the virtual organ software, while retaining the original pitch of each 
pipe-sample. By transposing with +½ tone (+ 1), the organ can be played at the 
higher pitch (A = 436Hz) exactly as when the transposition keyboard is used on the 
original organ. 

• An Extended Sample set:

The console on which the virtual organ will be played will typically have 61 keys and 
maybe more than one manual with 61 keys. In order to be able to use all 61 keys 
and to play with 2 manuals instead of one split manual, a somewhat extended 
version of the sample set is made.
This includes not only the authentic recorded sound of the pipes but also a number 
of digitally simulated "virtual" organ pipes derived from the authentic samples. 
There are two versions:

• An extended version for 1 manual: the manual size has been expanded to 61 
keys that can all be used.

• An extended version for 2 manuals: the shared bas and discant stops of the 
organ are linked to both manuals and so is the Prestant 8 '. The Quint 1½ 
and Sexquialter II are linked to the upper manual only. The pedal can 
optionally be coupled to the upper manual or to the lower manual or to both
of them. 



To increase the manual size of the extended version, the tones dis’’’ - c’’’’ have been 
added. This was done octavo-wise by frequency doubling of the samples of the 
tones dis’’- c’’’ based on the 96kHz recordings. For the 2 manual version the 
Prestant 8’ was in a similar way expanded to the bas by decreasing original samples 
octavo-wise in pitch.

The logo "Legro" has a history. When my 16-year-old nephew - as a birthday gift - 
was allowed to play on the famous Hinz-organ of the Bovenkerk in Kampen I was 
asked to make a recording of his concert. I made it a real CD in a jewel box and 
provided with a cover and a real label. For this purpose I took the word “orgel”, 
which is Dutch for “organ”, but reversed the order of the letters. So the label 
became: "Legro". That was 12 years ago and since I have used it for several CD-
recordings. For this sample set, I have converted this “Label” into a logo with the 
letter "L" stylized as organ pipe. If you read the logo backwards you will read 
“orgel”.

The use of this sample set is subject to the terms of the Creative Commons Legal 
Agreement 4.0 International, Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike                       
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/).

I hope you will enjoy using this sample set in your virtual pipe organ software.
Perhaps it also invites you to come and listen to the real organ.
If you want to support the maintenance of the cabinet organ and its use in concerts,
you are invited to spend a gift to the foundation: "Vrienden van het het Kabinet 
Orgel 1762 Onderhorst" or to become a donor of this foundation. See also the 
website of the foundation: https://kabinetorgelbennekom.nl. There you will also find
the actual concert-agenda 
Information about the Old Church at Bennekom and about the other organ in the 
church can be found at http://www.hervormd-bennekom.nl.

Bas Kleinbloesem

http://www.hervormd-bennekom.nl/
https://kabinetorgelbennekom.nl/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


The Old or Saint Alexanderchurch
at Bennekom.
The present location of the cabinet organ 1762
Onderhorst 

Castle Trompenburgh, former estate of Fleet Admiral Cornelis Maartensz. Tromp (1629 - 1691).
One of the places where the Cabinet organ 1762 Onderhorst found its domicile for many years



Appendix 1: Pipetuning Sampleset “Onderhorst Kabinetorgel 1762” (Hz)

Toon Holpijp Prestant 8 Prestant 4 Fluit4 Octaaf2 Quint112 Sexquialter
036-C 61,10 122,50 122,24 244,63 367,78 I I I
037-C# 64,58 129,65 129,67 259,21 388,34
038-D 68,59 137,19 137,58 274,69 411,88
039-D# 72,62 145,67 145,65 290,73 436,95
040-E 76,98 154,02 154,43 306,39 461,59
041-F 81,64 163,26 163,48 326,14 489,58
042-F# 86,44 172,90 172,88 345,20 518,31
043-G 91,55 183,27 183,53 365,32 550,08
044-G# 97,16 194,01 194,26 388,06 582,30
045-A 102,57 205,65 206,00 411,49 617,08
046-A# 108,85 217,86 218,15 435,85 653,37
047-B 115,21 230,85 230,80 461,33 692,53
048-C 122,21 244,60 244,86 489,31 734,47
049-C# 129,53 258,59 259,31 517,94 777,01
050-D 137,03 274,56 274,68 549,41 824,87
051-D# 145,56 290,81 291,34 581,46 872,43
052-E 154,24 308,08 308,33 616,22 923,90
053-F 163,54 326,32 326,67 653,48 978,65
054-F# 173,54 345,75 345,66 691,47 1037,60
055-G 183,60 366,29 366,80 733,20 1099,56
056-G# 194,50 388,18 388,42 775,95 1163,13
057-A 205,75 411,30 411,86 822,76 1235,79
058-A# 218,25 435,79 436,15 871,44 1306,20
059-B 231,17 461,48 461,82 923,48 1384,03
060-C 244,98 244,67 489,30 489,34 978,37 733,40 1223,00
061-C# 259,44 258,72 518,03 517,79 1034,95 777,10 1297,00
062-D 274,77 274,80 549,24 549,38 1098,04 823,02 1373,00
063-D# 290,21 290,27 581,44 581,46 1162,34 872,90 1456,00
064-E 308,45 304,62 615,89 616,79 1231,82 924,60 1546,00
065-F 326,62 326,23 653,08 653,90 1306,31 980,70 1634,00
066-F# 345,96 345,98 691,37 692,41 1382,80 1038,48 1730,00
067-G 367,08 366,63 732,69 735,08 1464,11 1098,58 1833,00
068-G# 388,20 388,29 776,28 776,50 1550,84 1165,15 1944,00
069-A 411,73 411,41 823,08 823,32 1644,52 1232,97 2057,00
070-A# 436,04 436,13 871,50 872,35 1742,58 1307,77 2180,00
071-B 462,07 461,36 923,38 923,56 1845,03 1385,12 2309,00
072-C 490,83 489,24 978,28 978,54 1957,07 1468,64 2448,00
073-C# 518,04 517,59 1036,08 1038,23 2070,40 1552,52 2592,00
074-D 549,67 549,19 1097,56 1100,78 2194,66 1647,74 2748,00
075-D# 582,08 581,76 1163,16 1164,61 2323,22 1745,33 2909,00
076-E 617,04 616,55 1231,75 1232,67 2463,90 1847,06 3078,00
077-F 653,79 653,08 1305,82 1305,50 2611,04 1959,96 3270,00
078-F# 691,48 691,39 1382,99 1385,04 2762,66 2073,49 3471,00
079-G 733,27 733,02 1465,23 1467,56 2932,12 2198,83 3666,00
080-G# 776,44 775,72 1551,85 1552,24 3101,68 2328,09 3880,00
081-A 823,39 823,17 1645,83 1646,49 3291,58 2468,51 4112,00
082-A# 872,90 870,95 1742,40 1744,15 3487,17 2615,71 4351,00
083-B 923,89 923,55 1845,63 1846,39 3688,70 2770,02 4625,00
084-C 979,69 978,71 1956,00 1953,80 3914,92 2938,48 4899,00


